
Daughter Booster Stations



Types of CNG refueling Stations

Below mentioned are the types of CNG refueling stations.

1. Mother station.

2. Online station.

3. Daughter station.

4. Daughter Booster station.



Daughter Booster station

CNG daughter booster station means CNG facilities not connected to 
natural gas pipeline and such CNG dispensing stations where mobile or 
stationary cascades are connected to the booster compressor for 
increase in discharge pressure for refueling of the vehicles.



Typical diagram of Daughter Booster CNG 
Station Facility



Challenges in operating Daughter Booster 
station
Challenges in operating the Daughter Booster CNG stations are

1. Requirement of a Mother Station with sufficient capacity to cater 
the station load and fill mobile cascades. 

2. Continuous supply of Gas to the DB station using mobile cascades.

3. Mobile Cascades utilization.

4. Maintenance of the Mobile Cascades/vehicles.

5. Safe Operation of the Mobile Cascades.



Requirement of Mother station

• Following factors must be considered in a Mother station
1. Capacity of the mother station must be sufficient to cater the station  

load and fill the mobile cascades, under capacity mother station will 
result in increase of filling time of mobile cascades, increase in waiting 
time of the mobile cascades in que and finally increase in dry period of 
the DB station.

2. Ease of access of the Mobile cascade filling point to avoid jams and 
collisions between the vehicles and LCV in Mother station.

3. Sufficient Parking area in the Mother station or outside for allowing the 
LCVs in que to wait for its turn to fill.

4. Mother station is required at optimum distance from the DB station to 
keep control over the Cost.



Supply of Gas to the DB stations using mobile 
cascades
• Most challenging job regarding operating DB stations is continuous supply 

of Gas to the DB station using mobile cascades mounted on the Vehicles 
because of the below mentioned factors:

1. High distance between Mother station and DB station is big hindrance.
2. Bad road conditions increases travel time.
3. Chances of road accidents.
4. Route closure/diversions by traffic police/authorities are faced.
5. Traffic jams.
6. Fog during winter season.
7. Vehicle unavailability due to schedule maintenance jobs and during 

breakdowns. 



Supply of Gas to the DB stations using mobile 
cascades
• Best way out to minimize the factors in previous slide is to use the 

mobile cascade of higher capacity

1. Help to supply higher quantity of CNG in a trip, overall decrease in 
travel time per kg of CNG sold at the station.

2. No. of deputed mobile cascade at the station can be decreased.

3. Decrease in road presence of the vehicle which will help in 
minimizing road related factors.



Mobile Cascade/vehicle utilization

• Mobile cascade/vehicle utilization is a challenging job and it requires 
continuous monitoring of the vehicles

1. To avoid unwanted stoppages of the vehicle on the way using GPS 
system.

2. To avoid delay in leaving the mother station after filling the mobile 
cascade and DB station after decanting the mobile cascade.

3. To minimize the waiting period of the mobile cascade at the Mother 
station for filling. In the case of heavy load at Mother station ,Vehicles 
are diverted to the second Mother station to minimize the waiting 
period.

4. To minimize the waiting period at DB station, mobile cascades are 
diverted to another DB station in case of low CNG sale at a particular DB 
station. 



Maintenances of Mobile Cascade and Vehicle

• Due to in continuous operation there is a requirement of doing 
regular checks/audits of both mobile cascade and the vehicle on 
which it is mounted.

1. Any gas leak in mobile cascade on the way can be hazardous so it is 
to be ensured that mobile cascade is in healthy condition. Mobile 
cascades need to be checked regularly for intactness of the clamps, 
tubing's, fittings and no gas leaks as chances of leaks and loosening 
of the clamps are higher in mobile cascades.

2. Vehicle also need to be inspected on regular basis to avoid any 
unwanted breakdowns for ensuring regular supply of the CNG to 
the DB station.



Safe Operation of the Mobile Cascades

• Ensuring safe operation of the Mobile cascades is very necessary due 
to flammable nature of the Gas. It is to be ensured by:

1. Providing training to the Drivers to carry the Hazardous goods.

2. Execution of surprise visits at DB stations and ensuring the 
discipline and SOPs being followed.

3. Mock drills with drivers are also conducted to handle the 
emergency situations.



Thank You


